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Abstract
Oblivious RAMs, introduced by Goldreich and Ostrovsky [JACM’96], compile any RAM
program into one that is “memory oblivious”, i.e., the access pattern to the memory is independent of the input. All previous ORAM schemes, however, completely break the locality of data
accesses (for instance, by shuffling the data to pseudorandom positions in memory).
In this work, we initiate the study of locality-preserving ORAMs — ORAMs that preserve
locality of the accessed memory regions, while leaking only the lengths of contiguous memory
regions accessed. Our main results demonstrate the existence of a locality-preserving ORAM
with poly-logarithmic overhead both in terms of bandwidth and locality. We also study the
tradeoff between locality, bandwidth and leakage, and show that any scheme that preserves
locality and does not leak the lengths of the contiguous memory regions accessed, suffers from
prohibitive bandwidth.
To the best of our knowledge, before our work, the only works combining locality and obliviousness were for symmetric searchable encryption [e.g., Cash and Tessaro (EUROCRYPT’14),
Asharov et al. (STOC’16)]. Symmetric search encryption ensures obliviousness if each keyword
is searched only once, whereas ORAM provides obliviousness to any input program. Thus, our
work generalizes that line of work to the much more challenging task of preserving locality in
ORAMs.
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Introduction

Oblivious RAM [GO96, Gol87, SCSL11a], originally proposed in the seminal work by Goldreich
and Ostrovsky [GO96, Gol87], allows a client to outsource encrypted data to an untrusted server,
and access the data in a way such that the access patterns observed by the server are provably
obfuscated.
Thus far, the primary metric used to analyze ORAM schemes has been bandwidth which is
the number of memory blocks accessed for every logical access. After a long sequence of works
(e.g., [GO96,SCSL11a,SvDS+ 13,WCS15,PPRY18]) it is now understood that ORAM schemes can
be constructed incurring only logarithmic bandwidth [AKL+ ]; and moreover, this is asymptotically
optimal [GO96, LN18].
An important performance metric that has been traditionally overlooked in the ORAM literature
is data locality. The majority of real-world applications and programs exhibit a high-degree of data
locality, i.e., if a program or application accesses some address it is very likely to access also a
neighboring address. This observation has profoundly influenced the design of storage systems —
for example, commodity hard-drive and SSD disks support sequential accesses faster than random
accesses.
Unfortunately, existing ORAM schemes (e.g., [GO96,Gol87,SCSL11a,SvDS+ 13,WCS15,CLP14,
AKL+ ]) are not locality-friendly. Randomization in ORAMs is inherent due to the requirement to
hide the access pattern of the program, and ORAM schemes (pseudo-)randomly permute blocks
and shuffle them in the memory. As a result, if a client wants to read a large file consisting of Θ(N )
contiguous blocks, all known ORAM schemes would have to access more than Ω(N log N ) random
(i.e., discontiguous) disk locations, introducing significant delays due to lack of locality.
In this paper, we ask the question: can we design ORAM schemes with data locality? At first
sight, this seems impossible. Intuitively, an ORAM scheme must hide whether the client requests
N random locations or a single contiguous region of size N . As a result, such a scheme cannot
preserve locality, and indeed we formalize this intuition and formally show that any ORAM scheme
that hides the differences between the above two extreme cases must necessarily suffer from either
high bandwidth or bad locality.
However, this does not mean that providing oblivious data accesses and preserving locality
simultaneously is a hopeless cause. In particular, in many practical applications, it may already
be public knowledge that a user is accessing contiguous regions; e.g., consider the following two
motivating scenarios:
• Outsourced file server. Imagine that a client outsources encrypted files to a server, and then
repeatedly queries the server to retrieve various files. In this case, each file captures a contiguous
region in logical memory. Note that unless we pad all files to the maximum size possible (which
can be very expensive if files sizes vary greatly), we would already leak the file size (i.e., length
of contiguous memory region visited) on each request.
• Outsourced range query database. Consider an outsourced (encrypted) database system where a
client makes range queries on a primary search key, e.g., an IoT database that allows a client to
retrieve all sensor readings during a specified time range. We would like to protect the client’s
access patterns from the server. As previous works argued [KKNO17,CCMS19], in this case one
can leverage differential privacy to hide the number of matching records and it may be safe to
reveal a noisy version of the length of the contiguous region accessed.
Note that in both of the above scenarios, some length leakage seems unavoidable unless we always
pad to the maximum with every request — and this is true even if we employ ORAM to outsource
1

the files/database! Further, disk IO may be more costly than network bandwidth depending on the
deployment scenario: for example, if the server is serving many clients simultaneously (e.g., serving
many users from the same organization sharing a secret key, or if the server has a trusted CPU such
as Intel SGX and is serving multiple mutually distrustful clients), the system’s bottleneck may well
be the server’s disk I/O rather than the server’s aggregate bandwidth.
Motivated by these practical scenarios, we ask the following question.
Can we construct a bandwidth-efficient ORAM that preserves data locality while
leaking only the lengths of contiguous regions accessed?
We answer the question in the affirmative and prove the following result:
Theorem 1.1 (Informal). Let N be the size of the logical address space. There is an ORAM scheme
that makes use of only 2 disks and O(1) client storage, such that upon receiving a sufficiently long
request sequence containing T logical addresses, the ORAM can correctly answer the requests paying
only T · poly log N bandwidth; and moreover, if the T addresses requested contains ` discontiguous
regions, the ORAM server visits only ` · poly log N discontiguous regions on its 2 disks.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider and formulate the problem of localityfriendly ORAM. Even formulating the problem turns out to be non-trivial, since it requires teasing
out the boundaries between theoretical feasibility and impossibility, and capturing what kind of
leakage is reasonable in practical applications and yet does not rule out constructions that are both
bandwidth-efficient and locality-friendly. Besides the conceptual definitional contributions, we also
describe novel algorithmic techniques that result in the first non-trivial locality-friendly ORAM
construction.
To help the reader understand the technical nature of our work, we point out that our problem
formulation in fact generalizes a line of work on optimizing locality in Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) schemes. The issue of locality was encountered in recent implementations [CJJ+ 13]
of searchable symmetric encryption in real-world databases, showing that the practical performance
of known schemes that overlook the issue of locality do not scale well to large data sizes. The problem of optimizing locality in searchable symmetric schemes has received considerable attention
recently (see, e.g., [CT14, ANSS16, DP17, ASS18, DPP18]). Our problem generalizes this line of
work, and achieving good locality in oblivious RAM is significantly more challenging due to the
following reasons: (1) In SSE, obliviousness is guaranteed only if each “file” is accessed at most
once (and the length of the file is also leaked in SSE)1 ; and (2) SSE assumes that rebuilding the
“server-side oblivious data structure” happens on a powerful client with linear storage, and thus
the rebuilding comes “for free”. We show, for the first time, how to remove both of these above
restrictions, and provide a generalized, full-fledged oblivious memory abstraction that supports
unbounded polynomial accesses and yet preserves both bandwidth and locality.

2

Technical Roadmap

In the following we provide a summary of results and techniques. In Section 2.1 we discuss our
modeling of locality. In Section 2.2 we discuss our lower bounds, providing tradeoffs between the
locality of a program, leakage and bandwidth. Towards introducing our construction, we start
in Section 2.3 with a warmup– oblivious sort with “good” locality. In Section 2.4 we introduce
range ORAM, our core building block for achieving locality, in which in Section 2.5 we overview its
1

Intuitively, a file stores the identifiers of the documents matching a keyword search in SSE schemes.
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construction. In Section 2.6 we overview a variant of Range ORAM, called “Online Range ORAM”,
which can also be viewed as a locality preserving ORAM.

2.1

A Generalized Model of Locality

How do we model locality of an algorithm (e.g., an ORAM or SSE algorithm)? A natural option is
to use the well-accepted approach adopted by the SSE line of work [CT14,ANSS16,ASS18,DPP18].
Imagine that every time an algorithm (e.g., SSE or ORAM) needs to read an item from disk, it
has two choices: (1) read the next contiguous address; and (2) jump to a new address (often called
“seek” in the systems literature). While both types of operations contribute to the bandwidth
measure; only the latter type contributes to the locality measure [CT14, ANSS16, ASS18, DPP18]
since seeks are significantly more expensive than sequential reads on real-world disks. We point
out that locality alone is not a meaningful measure since we can always achieve better locality and
minimize jumps by scanning through the entire memory extracting the values we want along the
way. Thus we always use locality in conjunction with a bandwidth metric too, i.e., how many blocks
we must must fetch from the disk upon each request. This model was adopted by the SSE line of
work, however, is very constraining in the sense that they assume that the server has access to only
1 disk. In practice, cloud-hosting services such as EC2 and Azure provide servers with multiple
disks. Constraining to such a single-disk model might rule out interesting cryptographic algorithms
of practical value. Therefore, we generalize the locality definition as follows.
Defining (D, `)-locality. We consider the scenario where the ORAM server may have multiple (but ideally a small number) of disks, where eack disk still supports the aforementioned two
types of instructions: “read the next contiguous address” and “jump to a new address”. Henceforth,
we say that an ORAM scheme satisfies (D, `)-locality and β bandwidth cost iff for a sufficiently
long input sequence containing B requests spanning L non-contiguous regions, the ORAM server,
with access to D disks, may access at most β · B blocks and issue at most ` · L jump instructions.
Of course, the adversary can observe all disks, and all movements operations in these disks. We
refer the readers to Section 3.1 for the formal definition.
Under these new definitions, our result can be stated technically as “an ORAM scheme with
(2, poly log N )-locality and poly log N bandwidth (amortized) cost” where N is the total number of
logical blocks. Moreover, as mentioned, our ORAM scheme leaks only the length of each contiguous
region in the request sequence and nothing else (and as mentioned, some leakage is inherent if we
desire efficiency).
Open questions. Given our new modeling techniques and results, we also suggest several exciting open questions, e.g., is it possible to have an ORAM scheme that achieves (1, `)-locality
and β bandwidth cost where ` and β are small? Can we compile source programs that exhibit
(D, `)-locality where D > 1 with meaningful leakage? For the former question, if there is a lower
bound that shows a sharp separation between 1 and 2 disks, it would be technically really intriguing. For the latter question, the constructions in this paper directly imply that if one is willing to
leak the disk each request wants to access, such schemes are possible. However, depending on the
practical application such leakage vary from reasonable to extremely harmful. Thus the challenge
is to understand the feasibility/infeasibility of achieving such compilation while hiding which disk
each request wants to access. We refer the reader to Section 7 for other open problems.

3

2.2

Locality with No Leakage

As we already discussed, preserving both bandwidth and locality with no leakage is impossible. We
formalize this claim, and study tradeoffs between leakage profiles and performance. We consider
schemes that leak only the total number of accesses (just as in standard ORAM2 ) and show that a
scheme with good locality must incur a high bandwidth, even when allowing large client-side space
blowup. We prove the following:
N
, any (D, `)-local ORAM scheme with c blocks of client storage
Theorem 2.1. For any `, c ≤ 10
that leaks no information (besides the total number of requests) must incur Ω( N
D ) bandwidth.

To intuitively understand the lower bound, consider a simplified case where the ORAM must
satisfy (1, 1)-locality. Consider the following two scenarios: (1) requesting contiguous blocks at
addresses 1, 2, . . . N ; and (2) requesting blocks at random addresses. By the locality constraint,
in the former scenario the ORAM scheme can access only 1 contiguous region on 1 disk. Now
the oblivious requirement says that the address distributions under these two scenarios must be
indistinguishable, and thus even for the second scenario the ORAM server can only access a single
contiguous region too. Now, if each request’s address is generated at random, in expectation the
desired block is at least N/2 far from where the disk’s head currently is — and this holds no
matter how one arranges the contents stored on the disk, and even when the server’s disk may be
unbounded! Since the ORAM scheme must perform a single linear scan even in the second scenario,
it must read in expectation N/2 locations to serve each randomized request. Note that one key
idea in this lower bound proof is that we generate the request sequence at random in the second
scenario, such that even if the ORAM scheme is allowed to perform arbitrary, possibly randomized
setup, informally speaking it does not help. In Section 6, we make non-trivial generalizations to
the above intuition and prove a lower bound for generalized choices of D and `.
On leaking the lengths. Given our lower bound, our constructions presented next leak the
lengths of the accessed regions to achieve good locality. Before proceeding with our construction,
we remark the following points regarding this leakage: (1) The input program can always break
locality (say, via fictitious non-contiguous accesses) and therefore our scheme can be viewed as a
strict generalization of ordinary ORAM schemes. In other words, the user can choose to opt out of
the locality feature. (2) As we mentioned above, in many applications it is already public knowledge
that the client accesses contiguous regions. In those cases, the leakage is the same had we used
an ordinary ORAM [KKNO16]. (3) Finally, we stress that just like the case of ordinary ORAM,
our locality-friendly ORAM can be combined with differential privacy techniques as Kellaris et
al. [KKNO17] suggested to offer strengthened privacy guarantees.
Despite these arguments, in some applications with good locality, such leakage might be harmful.
For example, a program may access several regions of different lengths and which regions are
accessed depend on some sensitive data. Whether the locality feature of our scheme should be used
or not is application dependent, and we encourage using the locality feature only in places where
the leakage pattern is clear and is public information to begin with.

2.3

Warmup: Locality-Friendly Oblivious Sort

Before describing our main construction, we first introduce a new building block called localityfriendly oblivious sort which we will repeatedly use. First, we observe that not all known oblivious
2

We emphasize that many practical applications leak some more information even when using standard ORAM,
e.g., in the form of communication volume. See discussion in below.
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sorting algorithms are “locality-friendly”. For example, algorithms such as AKS sort [AKS83]
and Zig-zag sort [Goo14] are described with a sorting circuit whose wiring has good randomnesslike properties (e.g., in AKS the wiring involve expander graphs, which have proven random-walk
properties), thus making these algorithms difficult to implement with small locality consuming a
small number of disks (while preserving the algorithm’s runtime).
Fortunately, we observe that there is a particular method to implement the Bitonic Sort [Bat68]
algorithm such that with only 2 disks, the algorithm can be accomplished using O(log2 n) “jumps”
(note also that “natural” implementations of the Bitonic Sort circuit do not seem to have such
locality friendliness).
We defer the details of this specific locality-friendly implementation of Bitonic-Sort to Appendix A, stating only the theorem here:
Theorem 2.2 (Locality-friendly oblivious sort). Bitonic sort (when implemented as in Appendix A)
is a perfectly oblivious sorting algorithm that sorts n elements using O(n log2 n) bandwidth and
(2, O(log2 n))-locality.

2.4

Range ORAM: An Intermediate, Relaxed Abstraction

We now start to give an informal exposition of our upper bound results. This is perhaps the most
technically sophisticated part of our work.
To achieve the final result, we will do it in two steps. In our final ORAM scheme (henceforth
called Online Range ORAM), the ORAM client receives the requests one by one in an online fashion,
and it is not informed a-priori when a contiguous scan would occur in the request sequence. That
is, it has exactly the same syntax as an ordinary ORAM, but when the client accesses contiguous
addresses, the online range ORAM has to recognize this fact, and fetch contiguous regions from the
memory. To reach this final goal, however, we need an intermediate stepping stone called Range
ORAM, which is an “offline” version of Online Range ORAM. In a Range ORAM, imagine that
the ORAM client receives a request sequence that can look ahead into the future, i.e., the client is
informed that the next len requests will scan contiguously through the logical memory.
More formally, in a Range ORAM, the ORAM client receives requests of the form Access(op, [s, t], data),
where op ∈ {read, write}, s, t ∈ [N ], s < t, and data ∈ ({0, 1}b )(t−s+1) where b is the block size.
Upon each request, the client interacts with the server to update the server-side data structure and
fetch the data it needs:
• If op = read, at the end of the request, all blocks whose logical addresses belong to the range
[s, t] are written down in server memory starting at a designated address; the server may then
return the blocks to the client one-by-one in a single contiguous scan.
• If op = write, then imagine that the client has already written down a data array consisting
of t − s + 1 blocks on the server in a designated, contiguous region; the client and the server
then perform interactions to update the server-side data structure to reflect that the logical
address range [s, t] should now store the contents of data.
Note that as described above, a Range ORAM is well-defined even for a client that has only O(1)
blocks of storage — and indeed we give a more general formulation by assuming O(1) client storage.
As for obliviousness, we require that the distribution of memory addresses accessed by the
Range ORAM can be simulated from the lengths of the accessed ranges only, which implies that
there is no other leakage other than these lengths. We prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.3. There exists a perfectly secure Range ORAM construction consuming O(N log N )
space with (amortized) len · poly log N bandwidth and (2, poly log N )-locality, for accessing a range
of length len.
In comparison, for all existing ORAM schemes, accessing a single region of len contiguous
blocks involves accessing Ω(len · log N ) blocks residing at discontiguous physical locations. We now
overview the high level ideas behind our range ORAM construction.
Strawman scheme: read-only Range ORAM. Assuming that the CPU sends only read instructions, we can achieve locality and obliviousness as follows. The idea is to make replications
of a set of super-blocks that form contiguous memory regions. Specifically, let N be a power of 2
that bounds the size of the logical memory. A size-2i super-block consists of 2i consecutive blocks
with the starting address being a multiple of 2i . We call size-1 blocks as “primitive blocks”. We
store log N different ORAMs, where the i-th ORAM (for i = 0, . . . , log N − 1) stores all size-2i
(super-)blocks (exactly N/2i blocks of size 2i each). Since any contiguous memory region of length
2i is “covered” by two super-blocks of that length, reading any contiguous memory of length 2i
region would boil down to making two accesses to the i-th ORAM.
However, this approach breaks down once we also need to support writes. The main challenge
is to achieve data coherency in different ORAMs. Since there are multiple replicas of each data
block, either a write must update all replicas, or a read must fetch all replicas to retrieve the latest
copy. Both strategies break data locality.

2.5

Constructing Range ORAM

Range Trees. The aforementioned strawman scheme demonstrates the challenges we face if we
want a Range ORAM supporting both reads and writes. To achieve this we need more sophisticated
data structures.
We first describe a logical data structure called a Range Tree (without specifying at this point
how to actually store this logical Range Tree on physical memory). A Range Tree of size 2i is
the following (logical) data-structure: the leaves store 2i primitive blocks sorted by their (possibly
non-contiguous) addresses, whereas each internal node replicates and stores all blocks contained in
the leaves of its subtree. For example, in Figure 1, each of T0 , T1 , T2 and T3 is a logical Range Tree
of sizes 1, 2, 4, 8 respectively. In such a Range Tree, each node at height j stores a super-block of
size 2j (leaves have height 0 and store primitive blocks).
Range ORAM’s data structure. As shown in Figure 1, our full Range ORAM (supporting
both reads and writes) will logically contain a hierarchy of such Range Trees of sizes 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . , N ,
denoted T0 , T1 , . . . , TL respectively where L = O(log N ). These trees form a hierarchy of stashes
just like in hierarchical ORAM [GO96, Gol87], i.e., each Ti is a stash for Ti+1 which is twice as
large. Thus, if a block at some logical address is replicated multiple times in multiple Range Trees,
the copy in a smaller Range Tree is always more fresh (e.g., in Figure 1, notice that the block at
logical address 1 appears in both T3 and T2 ). Within each Range Tree, a logical block also appears
multiple times within super-blocks (or primitive blocks) of different sizes, but all these copies within
the same tree contain the same value.
We now specify how these logical Range Trees are stored in the physical memory. Basically, in
each Range Tree, all super-blocks at the same height will be stored in a separate ORAM — thus
an ORAM at height j of the tree stores super-blocks of size 2j .
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h=3
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ORAM[T2 , 2]
ORAM[T2 , 1]
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of range trees. Logically, data is divided into trees of exponentially
increasing sizes. In each tree block, a parent super-block stores the contents of both its children.
If a block appears in more than one tree, the smallest tree contains the freshest copy. The above
figure shows the state of the data structure after two accesses (read, 5, 2, ⊥) and (read, 1, 2, ⊥). h
denotes height of a node in the Range Tree.
Besides the ORAMs storing each height of each Range Tree, we also need an auxiliary data
structure that facilitates lookup. The client can access this data structure to figure out, for a requested range [s, t], which super-blocks in a specific tree height intersect the request. This auxiliary
data structure is stored on the server in an ORAM, and it can be viewed as a variant of “oblivious
binary search tree”.
Fetch phase of the Range ORAM. Let us now consider how to read and write contiguous
ranges of blocks (i.e., implement the read and write operations of Range ORAM). Each request, no
matter read or write requests, proceed in two phases, a fetch phase and a maintain phase. We first
describe the fetch phase whose goal is to write down the requested range in a designated contiguous
space on the server.
Suppose that the range [s, t] is requested. Without loss of generality, assume that the length of
the range t − s + 1 = 2i (otherwise round it up to the nearest power of 2). Roughly speaking, we
would like to achieve the following effect:
• For every Range Tree at least 2i in size, we would like to fetch all size-2i super-blocks that
intersect the range requested — it is not difficult to see that there are at most two such
super-blocks.
• For every Range Tree smaller than 2i in size, we simply fetch the root.
• Write down all these super-blocks fetched in a contiguous region on the server, and then obliviously reconstruct the freshest value of each logical address (using locality-friendly oblivious
sort).
Henceforth we focus only on the Range Trees that are at least 2i in size since for the smaller trees
it is trivial to read the entire root. To achieve the above, roughly speaking, the client may proceed
in the following steps. For each Range Tree that is not too small,
1. Look up the auxiliary data structure (stored on the server) to figure out which two superblocks to request in the desired height that stores super-blocks of size 2i ;
2. Fetch these two desired super-blocks from the corresponding ORAM and write down the
fetched super-block in a contiguous region (starting at a designated position) on the server’s
memory.
7

All these fetched super-blocks are written down on the server’s memory contiguously (including
the root nodes for the smaller Range Trees which we have ignored above). The client now relies on
oblivious sorting to reconstruct the freshest copy of each logical address requested, and the result
is stored in a designated contiguous region on the server.
Notice that the entire read procedure reads only polylogarithmically many contiguous memory
regions:
• Queries to the oblivious auxiliary data structure accesses polylogarithmically many “small”
metadata blocks using ordinary oblivious data structures;
• There are only logarithmically many requests to per-height ORAMs storing super-blocks of
size 2i . Using an ordinary ORAM scheme, this step requires reading polylogarithmically
many regions of size 2i . Here, since every super-block of size 2i is bundled together, we do
not need to read 2i separate small blocks from an ORAM, and this is inherently why the
algorithm’s locality is independent of the length of the range requested.
• The oblivious sorting needed for reconstruction also consumes polylogarithmic locality as
mentioned in Section 2.3.
Maintain phase of the Range ORAM. Inspired by the hierarchial ORAM [GO96, Gol87], here
a super-block fetched will be written to the smallest Range Tree that is large enough to fit this
super-block. If this Range Tree is full, we will then perform a cascading merge to merge consecutive,
full Range Trees into the next empty Range Tree.
During this rebuilding process, we must also maintain correctness, including but not restricted
to the following:
• for duplicated copies of each block, figure out the freshest copy and suppress duplicates; and
• correctly rebuild the oblivious auxiliary data structure in the process.
Without going into algorithmic details at this point, most of this rebuilding process can be
accomplished through a locality-friendly oblivious sorting procedure as mentioned earlier in Section 2.3. However, technically instantiating all the details and making everything work together is
non-trivial. To enable this, we in fact introduce a new algorithmic abstraction, that is, an ordinary
ORAM scheme with a locality-friendly initialization procedure (see Section 4.3). We will use this
new building block to instantiate both the oblivious auxiliary data structure and each tree height’s
ORAM. In comparison with a traditional ORAM where rebuilding can be supported by writing
the blocks one by one (which will consume super-linear locality), here we would like to rebuild
the server-side ORAM data structure using a special locality-friendly algorithm upon receiving a
possibly large input array of the blocks. In subsequent technical sections, we show how to have
such a special ORAM scheme where initializing the server-side data structure can be accomplished
using locality-friendly oblivious sorting as a building block. We refer the reader to Section 5 for
the algorithmic details.

2.6

Online Range ORAM

Given our Range ORAM abstraction, we are now ready to construct Online Range ORAM. The
difference is that now, when the client receives request, it is unaware whether the future requests
will be contiguous. In fact, Online Range ORAM provides the same interface as an ordinary
ORAM: each request the client receives is of the form (op, addr, data) where op ∈ {read, write},
and addr ∈ [N ] specifies a single address to read or write (with data). Yet the Online Range ORAM
must preserve the locality that is available in the request sequence up to polylogarithmic factors.
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Roughly speaking, we can construct Online Range ORAM from Range ORAM as follows, by
using a predictive prefetching idea: when a request (containing a single address) comes in, the
client first requests that singe address. When a new request comes in, it checks whether the request
is consecutive to the address of the previous request. If so, it requests 2 contiguous blocks – the
specified address and also its next address. This can be done by requesting a range in Range
ORAM. If the next 2 requests happen to be contiguous, then the client prefetches the next 4 blocks
with Range ORAM; and if the requests are still contiguous, it will next prefetch 8 blocks with Range
ORAM. At any time if the contiguous pattern stops, back off and start requesting a region of size 1
again. It is not hard to see that the Online Range ORAM still preserves polylogarithmic bandwidth
blowup; moreover, if the request sequence contains a contiguous region of length len, it will be
separated into at most log(len) Range ORAM requests. Thus the Online Range ORAM’s locality
is only a logarithmic factor worse than the Range ORAM. The reader is referred to Section 5.5 for
further details.

2.7

Related Work

Related work on locality. Algorithmic performance with data stored on the disk has been
studied in the external memory models (e.g., [RW94,AFGV97,Vit01,Vit06] and references within).
Fundamental problems in this area include scanning, permuting, sorting, range searching, where
there are known lower bounds and matching upper bounds.
Relationship to locality-preserving SSE. Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) enables
a client to encrypt an index of record/keyword pairs and later retrieve all records matching a
keyword. The typical approach (e.g., [CGKO06, CK10, VLSD+ 10, KO13, KP13], and references
within) is to store an inverted index. Our work is inspired by recent works that study locality in
SSE schemes [CT14, ANSS16, DP17, ASS18, DPP18]. Our new locality ORAM formulation can be
viewed as a generalization of the one-time ORAM (with free rebuild) construct adopted in recent
SSE constructions.
In a concurrent work, Demertzis, Papadopoulos and Papamanthou [DPP18] also consider such a
one-time ORAM (with free rebuild) abstraction for an SSE application. In their construction, they
leverage as a building√block a perfectly secure (multi-use) ORAM with O(1)-locality, by blowing up
the bandwidth to O( N ) and the client storage to O(N 2/3 ). This construction fails to preserve the
locality of √
the input program, and when accessing a region of size len will result in O(len)-locality,
and O(len· N )-bandwidth. In contrast, we achieve poly log N -locality and len·poly log N -bandwidth
when accessing a region of size len, and with O(1)-client space.
Oblivious RAM (ORAM). Numerous works [KLO12, WSC08, WS08, GM11, WS12, SCSL11a,
SvDS+ 13, WCS15, WHC+ 14, PPRY18, AKL+ ] construct ORAMs in different settings. Most of
ORAM constructions follow one of two frameworks: the hierarchical framework, originally proposed by Goldreich and Ostrovsky [GO96, Gol87], or the tree-based framework proposed by Shi et
al. [SCSL11a].
Up until recently, the asymptotically most efficient scheme was given by [KLO12], providing
O(log2 N/ log log N ) bandwidth. A recent improvement was given by Patel et al. [PPRY18], reducing the bandwidth to O(log N · poly log log N ). The scheme of Asharov et al. [AKL+ ] achieves
O(log N ) bandwidth, and matches the lower bounds given by Goldreich and Ostrovsky [GO96,
Gol87] and Larsen and Nielsen [LN18]. Further, the Goldreich-Ostrovsky lower bound is also
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known not to hold when the memory (i.e., ORAM server) is capable of performing computation [AKST14, DvDF+ 16], which is beyond the scope of this paper.
In a subsequent work, Chakraborti et al. [CAC+ 19] show an ORAM called rORAM with good
locality and with O(log2 N ) bandwidth assuming Ω(log2 N ) block size. Their scheme is based on
tree-based ORAM. The construction works with large client storage (i.e., linear in the sequential
data to be read/write), and reducing this client storage to O(1) would incur multiplicative poly
log N factors in locality and bandwidth in addition to using more disks to achieve locality.

3

Definitions

Notations and conventions. We let [n] denote the set {1, . . . , n}. We denote by p.p.t. probabilistic polynomial time Turing machines. A function negl(·) is called negligible if for any constant
c > 0 and all sufficiently large λ’s, it holds that negl(λ) < λ−c . We let λ denote the security
parameter. For an ensemble of distributions {Dλ } (parametrized with λ), we denote by x ← Dλ
a sampling of an instance according to the distribution Dλ . Given two ensembles of distributions
(N )

{Xλ } and {Yλ }, we use the notation {Xλ } ≡ {Yλ } to say that the two ensembles are statistically
(resp. computationally) indistinguishable if for any unbounded (resp. p.p.t.) adversary A,
Pr

x←Xλ

h
i
h
i
A(1λ , x) = 1 − Pr A(1λ , y) = 1 ≤ (λ)
y←Yλ

Throughout this paper, for underlying building blocks, we will use n to denote the size of the
instance and use λ to denote the security parameter. For our final ORAM constructions, we use
N to denote the size of the total logical memory size as well as the security parameter — note
that this follows the convention of most existing works on ORAMs [GO96, Gol87, GM11, KLO12,
SCSL11a, SvDS+ 13, WCS15].

3.1

Memory with Multiple Disks and Data Locality

To understand the notion of data locality, it may be convenient to view the memory as D rotational
hard drives or other storage mediums where sequential accesses are faster than random accesses.
The program interacting with the memory has to specify which disk to access. Each disk is equipped
with one read/write head. In order to serve a read or write request with address addr in some disk
d ∈ [D], the memory has to move the read/write head of the disk d to the physical location addr to
perform the operation. Any such movement of the head introduces cost and delays, and the machine
that interacts with the memory would like to minimize the number of move head operations.
Traditionally, the latter can be improved by ensuring that the program accesses contiguous regions
of the memory. However, this poses a great challenge for oblivious computation in which data is
often continuously shuffled across memory.
More formally, a memory is denoted as mem[N, b, D], consisting of D disks, indexed by the
address space [N ] = {1, 2, . . . , N }, where D · N is the size of the logical memory. We refer to each
memory word also as a block and we use b to denote the bit-length of each block. The memory
supports the following two types of instructions.
• Move head operation (move, d, addr) moves the head of the d-th disk (d ∈ [D]) to point to
address addr within that disk.
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• A read/write operation (op, d, data), where op ∈ {read, write}, d ∈ [D] and data ∈
{0, 1}b ∪ {⊥}. If op = read, then data = ⊥ and mem should return the content of the block
pointed to by the d-th disk; If op = write, the block pointed to by the d-th disk is updated
to data. The d-th head is then incremented to point to the next consecutive address, and
wrapped around when the end of the disk is reached.
Locality. A sequence of memory operations has (D, `) worst-case locality if it contains ` move
operations to a memory that is equipped with D disks.
Examples. The above formalism enables us to distinguish between different degrees of locality,
such that:
• An algorithm that just accesses an array sequentially can be described using a program that
is (1, O(1))-local.
• An algorithm that computes the inner product of two vectors can be implemented with
(2, O(1))-local (but cannot be implemented with O(1) locality with 1 disk).
• An algorithm that merges two sorted arrays is (3, O(1))-local (and cannot be implemented
with O(1) locality with only 2 disks).
• An algorithm that makes N random accesses to an array is (D, Θ(N ))-local for any constant
number of D disks with overwhelming probability.
Relation to the standard memory definition. Instead of specifying which disk to read
from/write to, we can define a memory of range [D · N ] = {1, . . . , D · N }. The address space
determines the disk index, and therefore also whether or not to move the read/write head. Thus,
one can consider the regular notion of a RAM program, and our definition provides a way to measure the locality of the program. Different implementations of the same functionality can have
different locality, similarly to other metrics.

3.2

Oblivious Machines

In this section, we define oblivious simulation of functionalities, either stateless (non-reactive) or
stateful (reactive). As most prior works, we consider oblivious simulation of deterministic functionalities only. We capture a stronger notion than what is usually considered, in which the adversary
is adaptive and can issue request as a function of previously observed access pattern.
Warmup: Oblivious simulation of a stateless deterministic functionality. We consider machines that interact with the memory via move and read/write operations. In case of
a stateless (non-reactive) functionality, the machine M receives one instruction I as input, interacts with the memory, computes the output and halts. Formally, we say that the stateless
algorithm M obliviously simulates a stateless, deteministic functionality f w.r.t. to the leakage
function leakage : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ , iff
• Correctness: there exists a negligible function µ(·) such that for every λ and I, M (1λ , I) =
f (I) except with µ(λ) probability.
• Obliviousness: there exists a stateless p.p.t. simulator Sim, such that for any λ and I,
(λ)

Addr(M (1λ , I)) ≡ Sim(1λ , leakage(I)), where Addr(M (1λ , I)) is a random variable denoting
the addresses incurred by an execution of M over the input I.
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(λ)

Depending on whether ≡ refers to computational or statistical indistinguishability, we say
M is computationally or statistically oblivious. If (·) = 0, we say M is perfectly oblivious. For
example, an oblivious sorting algorithm is an oblivious simulation of the functionality that receives
an array and sorts it (according to some specified preference function), where the leakage function
contains only the length of the array being sorted.
Oblivious simulation of a stateful functionality. We often care about oblivious simulation
of stateful functionalities. For example, the ordinary ORAM is an oblivious simulation of a logical
memory abstraction. We define a composable notion of security for oblivious simulation of a stateful functionality below. This time, the machine M , the simulator Sim, the functionality f and the
leakage function leakage are all interactive machines that might receive instructions as long as they
are activated, and each might maintain a secret state. Moreover, we explicitly introduce the distinguisher A, which is now also an interactive machine. In each step, the distinguisher A observes the
access pattern and selects the next command to perform. We write (outi , addri ) ← M (Ii ), where
outi denotes the intermediate output of M for the instruction Ii , and addri denote the memory
addresses accessed by M when answering the instruction Ii . We have:
Definition 3.1 (Adaptively secure oblivious simulation of stateful functionalities). Let M, leakage, f
be interactive machines. We say that M obliviously simulates a possibly randomized, stateful functionality f w.r.t. to the leakage function leakage iff there exists an (interactive) p.p.t. simulator
Sim, such that for any non-uniform (interactive) p.p.t. adversary A, A’s view in the following two
and Exptideal,f
experiments, Exptreal,M
A
A,Sim are computationally indistinguishable.
(1λ ):
Exptreal,M
A

λ
Exptideal,f
A,Sim (1 ):

out0 = addr0 = ⊥
For i = 1, 2, . . . poly(λ):
Ii ← A(1λ , outi−1 , addri−1 )

out0 = addr0 = ⊥
For i = 1, 2, . . . poly(λ):
Ii ← A(1λ , outi−1 , addri−1 )

outi , addri ← M (Ii )

outi ← f (Ii )

addri ← Sim(leakage(Ii ))

In the above definition, if we replace computational indistinguishability with statistical indistinguishability (or identically distributed resp.) and remove the requirement for the adversary
to be polynomially bounded, then we say that the stateful machine M obliviously simulates the
stateful functionality f with statistical (or perfect resp.) security. Besides the leakage of the
individual instruction, the simulator might have some additional information in the form of the
public parameters of the functionality. We also remark that Definition 3.1 captures correctness
and obliviousness simultaneously, and capture both deterministic and randomized functionalities.
We refer the reader to the relevant discussions in the literature of secure computation for the
importance of capturing correctness and obliviousness simultaneously for the case of randomized
functionalities [Can00, Gol04].
Our definition of oblivious simulation is general and captures any stateless or stateful functionality, and thus later in the paper, whenever we define any oblivious algorithm, it suffices to state 1)
what functionality it computes; 2) what is the leakage; and 3) what security (i.e., computational,
statistical, or perfect) we achieve. We use ordinary ORAM as an example to show how to use our
definitions.
Ordinary ORAM. As an example, a conventional ORAM, first proposed by Goldreich and Os12

trovsky [Gol87], is an oblivious simulation of a “logical memory functionality”, parameterized by
(N, b), where N is the size of the logical memory and b is the block size:
• Functionality: The internal state of the functionality consists of an array mem ∈ ({0, 1}b )N .
Upon each instruction of the form (op, addr, data), with op ∈ {read, write}, addr ∈ [N ], and
data ∈ {0, 1}b ∪ {⊥}, the functionality proceeds as follows. If op = write, then mem[addr] =
data. In both cases, the functionality returns mem[addr].
• Leakage: The simulator has the public parameters of the functionality – N and b. With
each instruction (op, addr, data), the leakage is just that an access has been performed.
We remark that previous constructions of ORAM [KLO12, SvDS+ 13, WCS15] in fact satisfy
Definition 3.1.
Bandwidth, and private storage of oblivious machines. Throughout the paper, we use
the terminology bandwidth to denote the total number of memory read/write operations of size
Ω(log N ) a machine needs to use. We assume the machine/algorithm has only O(1) blocks of
private storage.
Remark. In this paper, we focus on hiding the access patterns to the memory, but not the
data contents. Therefore, we do not explicitly mention that data is (re-)encrypted when it is accessed, but encryption should be added since the adversary can observe memory contents. That is,
while we assume that the adversary completely sees the instructions (move, d, addr) and (op, d, data)
that are sent to the memory, data should be encrypted. Note, however, that the adversary sees in
particular the contents and accesses of all disks.

4

Locality-Friendly Building Blocks

In this section, we describe several locality-friendly building blocks that are necessary for our
constructions.

4.1

Oblivious Sorting Algorithms with Locality

An important building block for our construction is an oblivious sorting algorithm that is localityfriendly. In Appendix A, we describe an algorithm for Bitonic sort to achieve good locality, and
provide a detailed analysis.
Theorem 4.1 ((Theorem 2.2, restated) Perfectly secure oblivious sort with locality). Bitonic sort
(when implemented as in Appendix A) is a perfectly oblivious sorting algorithm that sorts n elements
using O(n log2 n) bandwidth and (2, O(log2 n)) locality.

4.2

Oblivious Deduplication with Locality

We define a handy subroutine that removes duplicates obliviously. Y ← Dedup(X, nY ), where
X contains some real elements and dummy elements, and nY is some target output length. It
is assumed that each real element is of the form ((k, k 0 ), v) where k is a primary key and k 0 is a
secondary key. The subroutine outputs an array Y of length nY in which for each primary key k
in X, only the element with the smallest secondary key k 0 remains (possibly with some dummies
at the end). It is assumed that the number of primary keys k is bounded by nY .
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Given a locality-friendly oblivious sort, we can easily realize oblivious Dedup with locality. We
obliviously sort X by the (k, k 0 ) tuple, scan X to replace duplicates with dummies, and sort X
again to move dummies towards the end. Finally, pad or truncate X to have length nY and output.
The procedure is just few scans of the array and 2 invocations of oblivious sort, and therefore the
bandwidth and locality is the same as the oblivious sort. Concretely, using Theorem 4.1 this can
be implemented using O(|X| log2 |X|)-bandwidth and (2, O(log2 |X|))-locality.

4.3

Locally Initializable ORAM

In this section, we show that the oblivious sort can be utilized to define an (ordinary) ORAM
scheme that is also locally initializable.
A locally initializable ORAM is an ORAM with the additional property that it can be initialized efficiently and in a locality-friendly manner given a batch of initial blocks. The syntax and
definitions of a locally initializable ORAM is the same as a normal ORAM, except that the first
operation in the sequence is a locality-friendly initialization procedure. More formally, a locally
initializable ORAM is an oblivious implementation of the following functionality, parametrized by
N and b:
• Secret state: an array mem of size N and block size b. Initially all are 0.
• T.Build(X) takes an input array X of |X| < N blocks of the form (addri , datai ) where each
addri ∈ [N ] and datai ∈ {0, 1}b . Blocks in X have distinct integer addresses that are not
necessarily contiguous. The functionality has no output, but it updates its internal state: For
every i = 1, . . . , |X| it writes mem[addri ] = datai .
• B ← T.Access(op, addr, data) with op ∈ {read, write}, addr ∈ [N ], and data ∈ {0, 1}b . If
op = write then mem[addr] = data. In both cases of op = read and op = write, return
mem[addr].
The leakage function of locally initializable ORAM reveals |X| and the number of Access operations
(as well as the public parameters N and b). Obliviousness is defined as in Definition 3.1 with the
above leakage and functionality.
Locality-friendly initialization. We now show that the hierarchical ORAM by Goldreich and
Ostrovsky [Gol87] can be initialized in a locality-friendly manner, i.e., how to implement Build with
(2, O(poly log n)) locality, where n = |X|. To initialize a hierarchical ORAM, it suffices to place
all the n blocks in the largest level of capacity n. In the Goldreich and Ostrovsky ORAM, each
block is placed into one of the n bins by applying a pseudorandom function PRFK (addr) where K
is a secret key known only to the CPU and addr is the block’s address. By a simple application
of the Chernoff bound, except with negl(λ) probability, each bin’s utilization is upper bounded by
α log λ for any super-constant function α. Goldreich and Ostrovsky [Gol87] show how to leverage
oblivious sorting to obliviously initialize such a hash table. For us to achieve locality, it suffices to
use a locality-friendly oblivious sort algorithm such as Bitonic sort. This gives rise to the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.2 (Computationally secure, locally initializable ORAM). Assuming one-way functions
exist, there exists a computationally secure locally-initializable ORAM scheme that has negl(λ)
failure probability, and can be initialized with n blocks using (n + λ) · poly log(n + λ) bandwidth
and (2, poly log(n + λ)) locality, and can serve an access using poly log(n + λ) bandwidth and
(2, poly log(n + λ)) locality.
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Notice that for ordinary ORAMs, since the total work for accessing a singe block is only polylogarithmic, obtaining polylogarithmic locality per access is trivial. Our goal later is to achieve
ORAMs where even if you access a large file or large region, the locality is still polylogarithmic,
i.e., one does not need to split up the file into little blocks and access them one by one. Our
constructions later will leverage a locally initializable, ordinary ORAM as a building block.

5

Range ORAM

In this section, we define range ORAM and present a construction with poly-logarithmic bandwidth
and poly-logarithmic locality. The construction uses a building block which we call an oblivious
range tree (Section 5.2). It supports read-only range lookup queries with low bandwidth and good
locality. From an oblivious range tree, we show how to construct a range ORAM, which supports
reads and updates (Section 5.3). Then, we discuss statistical and perfect security in Section 5.4.
Finally, we extend Range ORAM to online Range ORAM (Section 5.5).
Our ORAM construction uses multiple disks only when it invokes an oblivious sort operation
(and Dedup operation which invokes an oblivious sort). Thus, for the following algorithms, it can
be assumed that the entire data is stored on a single disk. Multiple disks are used only transiently
using during an oblivious sort or a Dedup operation.

5.1

Range ORAM Definition

A Range ORAM is an oblivious machine that supports read/write range instructions, and interacts
with the memory while leaking only the size of the range. Formally, using Definition 3.1, Range
ORAM is defined as follows, parameterized by N and b:
Functionality: The internal state is an array mem of size N and blocksize b. Range ORAM takes
as input range requests in the form Access(op, [s, t], data), where op ∈ {read, write}, s, t ∈ [N ],
s < t, and data ∈ ({0, 1}b )(t−s+1) . If op = read, then it returns mem[s, . . . , t]. If op = write, then
mem[s, . . . , t] = data.
Leakage: With each instruction Access(opi , [si , ti ], datai ), range ORAM leaks ti − si + 1.

5.2

Oblivious Range Tree

A necessary building block for construction Range ORAM is a Range Tree. An oblivious Range Tree
is a read-only Range ORAM with an initialization procedure from a list of blocks with possibly noncontiguous addresses. Formally, it is an oblivious simulation of the following reactive functionality
with the following leakage (where obliviousness is defined using Definition 3.1):
Functionality: Formally, an oblivious Range Tree T supports the following operations:
• T.Build(X) takes in a list X of blocks of the form (addr, data). Blocks in X have distinct
integer addresses that are not necessarily contiguous. Store X as the secret state. Build has
no output.
• B ← T.Access(read, [s, t], ⊥) takes in a range [s, t] and returns all (and only) blocks in X that
has addr in the range [s, t]. We assume len = t − s + 1 = 2i is a power of 2 for simplicity.
Leakage: T.Build(X) leaks |X|. Each T.Access(read, [s, t], ⊥) leaks t − s + 1.
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Figure 2: An oblivious Range Tree with Locality.

A logical Range Tree. For simplicity, assume n := |X| is a power of 2; if not, we simply
pad with dummy blocks that have addr = ∞. A logical Range Tree is a full binary tree with n
leaves. Each leaf contains a block in X, sorted by addr from left to right. Each internal node is
a super-block, i.e., blocks from all leaves in its subtree concatenated and ordered by addresses. A
height-i super-block thus has size 2i . The leaves are at height 0, and the root is at height log2 n.
Metadata tree. Each super-block in the logical Range Tree defines a range: [as , am , at ] where
as is the lowest address, at is the highest address, and am is the middle address (the address of
the 2i−1 -th block for a height-i super-block). We use another full binary tree to store the range
metadata of each super-block, henceforth referred to as the metadata tree. The metadata tree is a
natural binary search tree that supports the following search operations:
• Given a request range [s, t] with len := t − s + 1 = 2i , find the leftmost and rightmost height-i
(super)-blocks whose ranges intersect [s, t], or return ⊥ if none is found.
Since t − s + 1 = 2i , the leftmost and rightmost height-i (super-)blocks that intersect [s, t] (if they
exist) are either contiguous or the same node.
Next, to achieve obliviousness, we will put the metadata tree and each height of the logical
range tree into a separate ORAM, as shown in Figure 2.
Algorithm 5.1: T.Build(X). The Build algorithm takes a list of blocks X, constructs the logical Range Tree and metadata tree, and then puts them into ORAMs through local initialization
(Section 4.3).
1. Create leaves. Obliviously sort X by the addresses. Pad X to the nearest power of 2 with
dummy blocks that have addr = ∞. Let height[0] denote the sorted X, which will be the
leaves of the logical Range Tree.
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2. Create super-blocks. For each height i = 1, 2, . . . , L := log2 n, create height-i super-blocks
by concatenating their two child nodes. Let height[i] denote the set of height-i super-blocks.
Tag each super-block with its offset in the height.
3. Create metadata tree. Let metadata be the resulting metadata tree represented as an
array, i.e., metadata[i] is the parent of metadata[2i + 1] and metadata[2i + 2]. Tag each node
in the metadata tree with its offset in metadata.
4. Put each height and metadata tree in ORAMs. For each height i = 0, 1, . . . , L, let Hi
be a locally initializable ORAM from Section 4.3, and call Hi .Build(height[i]) in which each
height-i super-block behaves as an atomic block. Let Hmeta be a locally initializable ORAM,
and call Hmeta .Build(metadata).
Algorithm 5.2: T.Access(read, [s, t], ⊥) (with len = t − s + 1 = 2i )
1. Look up address. Call Hmeta .Access(·) 2L times to obliviously search for the leftmost and
rightmost height-i (super-)blocks in the logical Range Tree that intersects [s, t]. Suppose they
have addresses addr1 and addr2 (which may be the same and may both be ⊥).
2. Retrieve super-blocks. Call B1 ← Hi .Access(read, addr1 , ⊥) and B2 ← Hi .Access(read, addr2 , ⊥)
to retrieve the two (super-)blocks.
3. Output. Remove blocks from B1 and B2 that are not in [s, t]. Output B = Dedup(B1 || B2 , len).
We prove the following theorem in the full version.
Theorem 5.3 (Oblivious Range Tree). Assuming one-way functions exist, there exists a computationally secure oblivious Range Tree scheme that has correctness except with negl(λ) probability,
and
• Build requires n · poly log(n + λ) bandwidth and (2, poly log(n + λ)) locality,
• Access requires poly log(n + λ) bandwidth and (2, poly log(n + λ)) locality.
Proof. We start with efficiency analysis and proceed to obliviousness.
Efficiency. The T.Build algorithm invokes the initialization procedure of O(log n) locally-initializable
ORAMs (Section 4.3); the T.Access algorithm invokes a poly-logarithmic number of ORAM accesses, each having poly-logarithmic bandwidth and (2, poly log n) locality. It is also not hard to
see that the other steps in the above algorithms have O(n) bandwidth and (2, O(1))-locality.
Obliviousness. We first claim the existence of adaptive simulators Sim0 , . . . , SimL , where Simj
corresponds to ORAM Hj . In addition, there exists a simulator Simmeta , corresponding to Hmeta ,
SimDedup for the algorithm Dedup, and Simsort for the oblivious sorting algorithm. We construct a
simulator for satisfying Definition 3.1 where the function f, leakage are as defined above.
The simulator Sim. The simulator is online, receiving leakage of instructions from the adversary and outputs memory distribution. With each instruction I:
• Build: Upon receiving leakage |X|, invoke Simsort and output its output. Then, restart all
simulators Sim0 , . . . , SimL where Sim` is parameterized with block size 2` · b and leakage
|X|/2` , and output their output. Activate the additional simulator Simmeta with the input
|X|. Output the outputs of all these simulators.
• Access: Upon receiving leakage corresponding to (t − s + 1) = 2i , simulate an access to a
range [s, t]:
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1. Invoke Simmeta for L accesses, simulating the accesses to the metadata ORAM, and
output them.
2. Since (t − s + 1) = 2i , we access the i-th level only. Invoke the simulator Simi twice,
simulating two accesses to it, and appending the simulated instructions to the output.
3. Invoke SimDedup on size 2i .
The updated state of the simulator is simply the states of all activated simulators.
We show that Exptreal,M (1λ ) is indistinguishable from Exptideal,f (1λ ) through a sequence of
hybrid experiments:
• Hyb0 (λ): This is exactly the real execution. With each instruction I received from the
adversary, we hand it to the real construction to receive the memory addresses. In addition,
the construction interacts with the real memory and generates the output outi in each stage,
which is also given to the adversary.
• Hyb1 (λ): Same as Hyb1 (λ), where now the we use the Range Tree functionality in order to
produce the output outi in each step.
• Hyb2,k (λ) with k ∈ [L]: In this execution, upon receiving some instruction I from the
adversary, we proceed as follows:
1. Build(X): Perform Steps 1–3 in Algorithm 5.1. Then,
– For all i ≤ k, call to Simi (|X|/2i ) as in the simulation.
– For all i > k, perform Hi .Build(height[i]).
2. Access(read, [s, t], ⊥): (with t − s = 2i ), perform the following steps:
(a) Call Hmeta to obliviously search for the metadata addr1 , addr2 as in the real execution.
(b) If i ≤ k, call to the simulator Simi for simulating two accesses.
(c) If i > k, then call to the real oblivious RAM Hi to access both addr1 and addr2 .
In each step, output the concatenation of all memory address defined as above and proceed
to the next instruction.
• Hyb3 (λ): Same as Hyb2,L (λ), except that the metadata ORAM is replaced with Simmeta .
• Hyb4 (λ): Same as Hyb3 (λ) except that we replace Dedup with SimDedup .
• Hyb5 (λ): Same as Hyb4 (λ) except that we replace the oblivious sort with Simsort .
As a result, the experiment uses only the leakage of the instruction, and this is exactly the
simulator Sim.
We show that for every adversary A, its view in each one of the hybrid experiment is indistinguishable. Specifically, Hyb5 (λ) is indistinguishable from Hyb4 (λ) due to the security of the
oblivious sorting algorithm. The view of the adversary in Hyb4 (λ) is indistinguishable from its
view in Hyb3 (λ), due to the security of the Dedup function.
The view of the adversary Hyb3 (λ) is indistinguishable from Hyb2,L (λ) due to the security of the
metadata ORAM. In a more detail, assume by contradiction that there exists an adversary A that
succeeds to distinguish between Hyb3 (λ) and Hyb2,L (λ). We show the existence of an adversary A0
λ
ORAM
ORAM
that succeeds to distinguish between Exptreal,M
(1λ ) and Exptideal,f
A0
A0 ,Simmeta (1 ) as follows:
1. A0 is activated with input (1λ , ⊥, ⊥) and activates A on the same input.
2. Upon receiving an instruction I = Build(X) or I = Access(read, [s, t], ⊥) from A, the adversary A0 simulates the hybrid experiment, in which all levels T0 , . . . , TL are simulated using
Sim0 , . . . , SimL , and invocations of Dedup and sort are the real constructions. In order to
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simulate instructions to Hmeta , A0 outputs that instruction to its own challenger, receives the
output and the memory addresses and uses them to answer A instruction I.
3. When A outputs a bit b distinguishing between Hyb3 (λ) and Hyb2,L (λ), the adversary A0 uses
this bit to distinguish between interacting with Simmeta and the corresponding real ORAM
construction.
Likewise, for every k ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1} it holds that the view of the adversary in Hyb2,k (λ) is
indistinguishable from Hyb2,k+1 (λ) due to the security of the k + 1th ORAM. Finally, Hyb2,0 (λ, I)
and Hyb1 (λ) are indistinguishable due to the security of the ORAM T0 . Finally, Hyb1 (λ) and
Hyb0 (λ) are indistinguishable due to the correctness of the Range Trees.

5.3

Range ORAM from Oblivious Range Tree

In this section, we show how to construct a Range ORAM from oblivious Range Tree scheme. Since
the underlying oblivious Range Tree has good efficiency/locality, so will the resulting Range ORAM.
The idea behind our construction is similar to that of the standard hierarchical ORAM [GO96,
Gol87]. Intuitively, where a standard hierarchical ORAM employs an oblivious hash table, we
instead employ an oblivious Range Tree.
Data structure. We use N to denote both the total size of logical data blocks as well as the security parameter. There are log N + 1 levels numbered 0, 1, . . . , L respectively, where L := dlog2 N e
is the maximum level. Each level is an oblivious Range Tree denoted T0 , T1 , . . . , TL where Ti has
capacity 2i . Data will be replicated across these levels. We maintain the invariant that data in
lower levels are fresher. At any time, each Ti can be in two possible states, non-empty or empty.
Initially, the largest level is marked non-empty, whereas all other levels are marked empty.
Algorithm 5.4: Range ORAM Access(op, [s, t], data) (with t − s + 1 = 2i for some i).

i−1
1. Retrieve all blocks in range trees of capacity no more than 2i , i.e., fetched := ∪j=0
Tj . This
can be easily done by fetching its root. Mark blocks in fetched that are not in the range [s, t]
as dummy.
Each real block in fetched is tagged with its level number j as a secondary key so that later
after calling Dedup(fetched, t − s + 1), where Dedup is defined in Section 4.2, only the most
fresh version of each block remains. We assume each block also carries a copy of its address.
2. For each j = i, i+1, . . . , L , if Tj is non-empty, let fetched = fetched∪Tj .Access(read, [s, t], ⊥).
3. Let data∗ := Dedup(fetched, 2i ). If op = read , then data∗ will be returned at the end of the
procedure. Else, data∗ := data.
4. If all levels ≤ i are marked empty then perform Ti .Build(data∗ ) and mark it as ready. Otherwise:
(a) Let ` denote the smallest level greater than i that is empty. If no such level exists, let
` := L.
`
(b) Let S := ∪`−1
j=0 Tj . If ` = L, additionally include S := S ∪ TL . Call T` .Build(Dedup(S, 2 ))
and Ti .Build(data∗ ). Mark levels ` and i as non-empty, and all other levels below ` as
empty.

Example. We show a simple example for how levels are updated after some accessed. We assume initially that all blocks are stored in the largest Range Tree. Consider the following sequence
of ranges [1, 1], [2, 3], [4, 5], [6, 6].
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• Access [1, 1]: A block of size 1. Added to T0 .
• Access [2, 3]: A block of size 2, and so i = 1. Levels ≤ i are not empty. The smallest empty
level larger than i = 1 is 2. Thus, move [1, 1] to T2 (which has capacity 4), and then put [2, 3]
to T1 . At this point, T0 is empty and T1 and T2 are occupied.
• Access [4, 5]: A block of size 2, and so i = 1. Levels ≤ i are not empty. The smallest empty
level larger than i = 1 is 3. Thus, move {1, 2, 3} to T3 (which has capacity 8), and then put
[4, 5] to T1 . At this point, T0 and T2 are empty, and T1 and T3 are occupied.
• Access [6, 6]: A block of size 1, and so i = 0. Levels ≤ i are empty. [6, 6] is added to T0 . At
this point, T2 is empty, and T0 , T1 and T3 are occupied.
Theorem 5.5 (Range ORAM). Assuming one-way functions exist, there exists a computationally secure Range ORAM consuming O(N log N ) space with negl(N ) failure probability, and len ·
poly log N bandwidth and (2, poly log N ) locality for accessing a range of size len.
We remark that the both bandwidth and locality are in an amortized sense: for P
sufficiently
large amount of accesses of contiguous addresses len1 , . . . , lenm , the total bandwidth is ( m
i=1 leni ) ·
poly log N and locality is (2, m · poly log N ).
Proof. We start with efficiency analysis and proceed to obliviousness.
Efficiency. We now analyze the efficiency and locality of our Range ORAM.
• Read phase. The read phase (Step 1 to 3) invokes one access to each of the O(log n) oblivious
Range Trees, and hence has len · poly log N bandwidth and (2, poly log N ) locality.
• Rebuild phase. An alternative way to view our algorithm is to think all each levels’ empty
bit (where empty denotes 0 and non-empty denotes 1), when concatenated, form a binary
counter. Level i is rebuilt every 2i counter increments. Rebuilding a level i involves initializing
(building) the underlying oblivious Range Tree, which costs n · poly log n bandwidth and
locality where n = 2i . Thus, the per-increment bandwidth for rebuilding is poly log N —
recall that N is both the total logical memory size and the security parameter. It is not hard
to see that every time a memory range of size 2i is requested, the counter’s value increases
by at most 3 · 2i . So the amortized bandwidth for rebuilding is O(len · poly log N ) for an
access requesting len blocks. The locality of the rebuild phase is straightforward: every access
request involves rebuilding at most 2 levels.
Correctness. The key argument for correctness of Algorithm 5.4 is to ensure that for any address,
if it is stored at a smaller level, the smaller level contains fresher data. Let us show this by contradiction. Suppose this is violated, i.e., for some address addr, Tj contains a fresher version than Ti
(j > i). When addr was written to Tj , a stale version of addr is in Ti . However, addr was written
to Tj by either steps 4 or 4a. In both cases, all levels ≤ i were empty.
Obliviousness. Let Sim0 , . . . , SimL denote the simulators of the Range Trees. Let SimDedup denote
the simulator for the Dedup algorithm. Consider the functionality of Range ORAM as defined in
Section 5.1. We show the existence of an online simulator Sim for Range ORAM, participating in
ideal,f
the experiment ExptA,Sim RangeORAM (1λ ), defined as follows:
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The simulator Sim. Upon initialization, initialize L + 1 bits corresponding to whether a level is
ready or empty. Mark all levels as empty, except for the last level. Invoke SimL with leakage 2L .
Access: Upon receiving leakage(I) with leakage(I) = 2i for some integer i
1. For j = 0, . . . , i − 1, access the memory locations devoted to Simj .
2. For j = i, . . . , L, if the level j is marked ready, invoke the simulator Simj on simulating an
access with leakage 2i .
3. Invoke the simulator SimDedup (2i ).
4. If all levels ≤ i are marked empty, then invoke Simi with Build and leakage 2i . Otherwise,
(a) Let ` denote the smallest level greater than i that is empty. If no such level exists, let
` = L.
(b) Call SimDedup (2` ). Terminate all running simulators Sim0 , . . . , Sim` and mark all corresponding bits as empty. Restart Sim` with Build on leakage 2` , and Simi with leakage
2i , and mark corresponding bits as ready.
The internal state of the simulator is the bits indicating whether a level is ready/empty, and the
internal states of the underlying simulators.
We show that the adversary cannot distinguish between a real execution and the ideal one. We
show that through a sequence of hybrids:
• Hyb0 (λ): This is exactly the real execution. Upon receiving instruction I = (op, [s, t], data)
from the adversary, we invoke Algorithm 5.4 and output the memory addresses it produces,
and outi .
• Hyb1 (λ): Same as Hyb0 (λ) but the adversary receives in each step the output of the Range
ORAM functionality and not the output of the construction. The memory addresses are still
according to the construction.
• Hyb2,k (λ) with k ∈ {0, . . . , L}: In this hybrid, we replace all range trees 0, . . . , k − 1 with
simulators Sim0 , . . . , Simk−1 .
Upon receiving some instruction I = (op, [s, t], data) with t − s + 1 = 2i for some integer
i, we follow Algorithm 5.4. Whenever the algorithm performs Tj .Build(X) for some j < k
and some X, we replace it with an invocation of Simj for Build instruction with leakage |X|.
Whenever the Algorithm performs Tj .Access, we invoke Simj for Access with leakage 2i .
• Hyb3 (λ): Same as Hyb2,L (λ), where here also the Dedup algorithm is replaced with SimDedup .
As a result, we do not use any information in the instruction I beyond leakage(I), and this is
exactly the simulator Sim.
We now claim that the view of the adversary in the experiment Hyb3 (λ) is indistinguishable
from its view in Hyb2,L (λ) due to the security of the Dedup Algorithm. Likewise, for every k ∈
{0, . . . , L − 1} it holds that the view of the adversary in Hyb2,k (λ) is indistinguishable from its view
in Hyb2,k+1 (λ) due to the security of the k + 1th Tree ORAM. The views in Hyb2,0 (λ) and Hyb1 (λ)
are identical. Finally, the views in Hyb1 (λ) and Hyb0 (λ) are indistinguishable from the correctness
of the Range ORAM construction.

5.4

Perfectly Security Range ORAM

The computational security in our construction is due to the use of a computationally secure locally
initializable hierarchical ORAM (Theorem 4.2).
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We can achieve perfect security by making the perfectly secure ORAM construction with polylogarithmic bandwidth in Chan et al. [CNS18] locally initializable.
For a hierarchical ORAM, within each level, the position of a data block is determined by
applying a PRF to the block’s logical address. To achieve perfect security, Chan et al. [CNS18]
replace the PRF with a truly random permutation. To access a block within a level, the client
must first figure out the block’s correct location within the level. If the client had linear storage,
it could simply store the locations (or position labels). To achieve small client storage, Chan et
al. recursively store the position labels in a smaller ORAMs, similar to the idea of recursion in
tree-based ORAMs [SCSL11b]. Thus, there are logarithmically many ORAMs (each is a perfectly
secure hierarchical ORAM), where the ORAM at depth d stores position labels for the ORAM at
depth d + 1; and finally, the ORAM at the maximum depth D = O(log N ) stores the real data
blocks.
The Build procedure for one ORAM depth relies only on oblivious sorts and linear scans, and
thus consumes (2, poly log N ) locality using locality-preserving Bitonic sort. The Build procedure
for one ORAM depth outputs its position map, which is subsequently used to initialize the next
ORAM depth. Thus, all ORAM depths combined can be initialized with (2, poly log N ) locality.
Thus, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6 (Perfectly secure Range ORAM). There exists a perfectly secure Range ORAM
consuming O(N log N ) space, len · poly log N bandwidth and (2, poly log N ) locality for accessing a
range of size len.

5.5

Online Range ORAM

So far, our range ORAM assumes an abstraction where we have foresight on how many contiguous
locations of logical memory we wish to access. We now consider an online variant, where the
memory requests arrive one by one just as in normal ORAM. Formally:
Functionality: A logical memory functionality that supports the following types of
instructions:
• (op, addr, data): where op ∈ {read, write}, addr ∈ [N ] and data ∈ {0, 1}b ∪ {⊥}.
If op = write, then write mem[addr] = data. In both cases, return mem[addr].
Leakage: Consider a sequence of requests I = ((op1 , addr1 , data1 ), . . . , (opi , addri , datai ), . . .).
Each instruction leaks one bit indicating whether the last instruction is contiguous, i.e.,
for every i, the leakage is 1 iff addri+1 = addri + 1.
Blackbox construction of online range ORAM from range ORAM. Given a range ORAM
construction, we can convert it to an online range ORAM scheme as follows, incurring only logarithmic further blowup. Intuitively, the idea is to prefetch a contiguous region of size 2k every
time a 2k contiguous region has been accessed. That is, if a contiguous region of overall size 2k is
being read, then it is fetched as k distinct blocks of size 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . , 2k . The detailed construction
is given below:
Let prefetch be a dedicated location in memory storing prefetched contiguous memory regions.
Initially, let rsize := 1, p = 1, and let prefetch := ⊥. Upon receiving a memory request:
• If prefetch[p] does not match the logical address requested, then do the following.
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1. First, write back the entire prefetch back into the range ORAM.
2. Next, request a region of length 1 consisting of only the requested logical address, store
the result in prefetch;
3. Reset p := 1 and rsize := 1;
• Read and write prefetch[p], and let p := p + 1.
• If p > rsize, then do the following.
1. First, let rsize := 2 · rsize.
2. Next, write prefetch back into the range ORAM.
3. Now, prefetch the next contiguous region containing rsize logical addresses, and store
them in prefetch, and let p := 1.
It is not hard to see that given the above algorithm, accessing each range of size R will be
broken up into at most O(log R) accesses, to regions of sizes 1, 2, 4, . . . , R respectively, and each
size has one read request and one write request. Security is straightforward as range ORAM is
oblivious, and the transformation between the leakage profiles of online range ORAM and range
ORAM is straightforward. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.7 (Online Range ORAM). There exists a perfectly secure online Range ORAM, which
on receiving len consecutive memory locations online performs len·poly log N bandwidth and achieves
(2, poly log N ) locality.

6

Lower Bound for More Restricted Leakage

In Section 5.5, the online range ORAM leaks which instructions form a contiguous group of addresses. In this section, we show that if we restrict the leakage and do not allow the adversary to
learn whether adjacent instructions access contiguous addresses, the lower bound for bandwidth to
achieve locality will be significantly worse.
Model assumptions. We first clarify the model in which we prove the lower bound.
1. We restrict the leakage such that the adversary knows only the number N of logical blocks
stored in memory, and the total number T of online operations, each of which has the form
(op, addr, data), where op ∈ {read, write}, addr ∈ [N ] and data ∈ {0, 1}b ∪ {⊥}.
2. Just like earlier ORAM lower bounds [GO96, Gol87, BN16]), we assume the so-called ballsand-bins model, i.e., the blocks are opaque objects and the algorithm, for instance, cannot use
encoding techniques to combine blocks in the storage. Note that all known ORAM algorithms
indeed fall within this model.
3. We assume that the algorithm has an offline phase in which it can preprocess memory before
seeing any instructions. However, recall that the instructions are online, i.e., the algorithm
must finish serving an instruction before seeing the next one.
Notation. Recall that we use D to denote the number of disks (each of which has a single head),
N
` to denote the locality (where we consider the very general case ` ≤ 10
), m to denote the memory
3
size blowup , and β to denote the bandwidth. Moreover, suppose the CPU has only c block of local
N
cache, where we just need a loose bound c ≤ 10
. We shall prove the following theorem.
3

However, as we shall see, m does not play a role in the lower bound.
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N
, any Online Range ORAM satisfying the restricted leakage that
Theorem 6.1. For any `, c ≤ 10
has (D, `)-locality with c blocks of cache storage will incur Ω( N
D ) bandwidth.

Proof Intuition. By our leakage restriction assumption, the adversary cannot distinguish between
the following two scenarios.
1. There are N operations that access contiguous addresses in the order from 0 to N − 1.
2. There are N operations, each of which access an address chosen independently uniformly at
random from [N ].
Observe that to achieve (D, `)-locality, in scenario 1, there can be at most ` jumping moves for
the disk heads. Therefore, the same must hold for scenario 2. To serve an online request in scenario
2, we consider the following cases.
1. The block of the requested address is already in the cache. (However, the ORAM might still
1
, since
pretend to do some accesses.) Observe this happens with probability at most Nc ≤ 10
the next requested address is chosen independently uniformly at random.
2. The online request is served by some disk head jump, which takes O(1) physical accesses.
Again, the ORAM might make other accesses to hide the access pattern. Observe at most
N
` ≤ 10
requests can be served this way.
3. The online request is served by linear scan of the disk heads. By the Chernoff Bound, except
with e−Θ(N ) probability, at least N2 of the requests are served by linear scan. The following
lemma gives a stochastic lower bound on the number of physical accesses in this case.
For ease of notation, we assume that K :=

N −c
D

is an integer.

Lemma 6.2 (Stochastic Lower Bound on the Number of Physical Accesses). Suppose in Scenario
2, the block of the next random address requested is not in the ORAM’s cache. Moreover, suppose
this request is served by only linear scan of disk heads, i.e., no jump move is made. Then, the
random variable of the number of physical accesses for serving this request stochastically dominates
the random variable with uniform distribution on {1, 2, . . . , ND−c }.
Proof. Consider some configuration of the disk heads. Without loss of generality, assume that the
cache currently stores the blocks for exactly c distinct addresses. For each of the remaining N − c
addresses, we can assign it to the disk head that takes a minimum number of accesses to reach a
corresponding block by linear scan, where a tie can be resolved arbitrarily.P
For each j ∈ [D], let aj
be the number of addresses assigned to disk head j; observe that we have j∈[D] aj = N − c.
For each integer 1 ≤ i ≤ K = ND−cP
, observe that the number of addresses that take at least i
physical accesses to reach is at least j∈[D] max{0, aj − i + 1} ≥ D · (K − i + 1), where the last
equality holds when all aj ’s equal K.
= K−i+1
Hence, the probability that at least i physical accesses is needed is at least D·(K−i+1)
N −c
K ,
which implies the required result.
Lemma 6.3 (Lower Bound on Bandwidth). Except with probability at most e−Θ(N ) , the average
number of physical accesses to serve each request in Scenario 2 is at least Ω( N
D ).
Proof. As observed above, except with at most e−Θ(N ) probability, at least N2 of the online requests
must be served by linear scan of disk heads. By Lemma 6.2, the number of physical accesses for
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each such request stochastically dominates the uniform distribution on {1, 2, . . . , ND−c }, which has
N
expectation Θ( N
D ), since we assume the cache size c ≤ 10 .
Since the addresses of the online requests are picked independently after the previous requests
are served, by Chernoff bound, except with probability e−Θ(N ) , the average number of physical
accesses to serve each such online request is at least Ω( N
D ), as required.

7

Conclusions and Open Problems

We initiate a study of locality in oblivious RAM. For conclusion, we obtain the following results:
• There is an ORAM scheme that makes use of only 2 disks, that preserves the locality of the
input program. Namely, if the input program accesses in total ` discontiguous regions, the
ORAM scheme accesses at most ` · poly log N discontiguous regions. Moreover, if the program
accesses in total T logical addresses, then the ORAM accesses in total T ·poly log N addresses.
The ORAM leaks the sizes of the contiguous regions being accessed.
• Without leaking the sizes, we show a lower bound that the bandwidth of an oblivious program
must be Ω(N ), assuming O(1)-disks.
Open problems. We hope that our result will inspire future work on this topic. In the following,
we provide several open questions on further understanding the trade-off between locality and
bandwidth in oblivious compilation.
Preserving the number of disks. Our ORAM construction compiles (1, `)-local program
into (2, poly log N )-local program that is oblivious. Is it possible to achieve a compiler that preserve
the number of disks? We emphasize that our construction uses the second disk only in the oblivious
sorting, and it unclear whether sorting with (1, ` · poly log N )-locality is possible to achieve.
Supporting more expressive input programs. Our motivated applications (e.g., outsourced file server, outsourced range query database), involve fetching some region from the memory and then accessing it in a streaming fashion. That is, we focused so far on supporting ORAM
for (1, `)-local programs. A natural generalization is to construct an ORAM scheme that supports
more expressive input programs, such as (D, `)-local programs for D ≥ 2. This allows, for instance,
computing inner products of D-arrays, or merging D-arrays. The input program sends to the memory instructions that also specify which disks to access, i.e., instructions of the form (move, d, addr)
and (op, d, data), as defined in Section 3. As we discuss further in the appendices of the online full
version [ACN+ ], depending on how we formulate the allowable leakage, the problem can be easy or
an open challenge.
Such an ORAM scheme can be constructed quite easily using online range ORAM, and moreover,
the ORAM even preserves the number of disks, i.e., it converts (D, `)-local program to (D, ` ·
poly log N )-local program. In a nutshell, the ORAM just holds D instances of online range ORAM
on each disk. Observe that each range ORAM mainly uses one disk and the second disks only
serves as a “workspace” for performing the oblivious sorts. We can reuse disks as the “workspaces”
for other disks, e.g., if the online range ORAM of disk 1 wants to sort an array, it uses disk 2 as
its workspace: It stores the current address in disk 2 and moves the head to a designated empty
place. When completing the sort, it restores the address of disk 2. It is easy to see that this at
most doubles the number of “jumps” in a simulation of an online range ORAM.
However, such a scheme not only reveals the lengths accessed in each disk, but also reveals
the interleaving pattern of the accesses, i.e., each access also reveals which disk is being accessed.
While this seems reasonable leakage for supporting, e.g., a program that computes inner product of
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two arrays, this leakage seems much more harmful in other computations, e.g., merging two sorted
arrays. Understanding what computations are reasonable while leaking the interleaving pattern, or
how to hide this pattern while preserving the number of disks, are intriguing open problems.
Locality preserving OPRAM. We have considered a single CPU in this work. A natural
question is whether we can extend the construction to support multiple CPUs, namely, to construct
an oblivious parallel RAM (OPRAM) that preserves locality.
Asymptotic efficiency. We have showed the theoretic feasibility of constructing a Range
ORAM with poly-logarithmic work and locality. In this feasibility result, we favored conceptual
simplicity over optimizing poly-logarithmic factors. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see to what
extent the constructions can be optimized. Perhaps locality-preserving ORAM can be constructed
with the same bandwidth efficiency as a regular ORAM?
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A

Appendix: Locality of Bitonic sort

In this section, we first analyze the locality of Bitonic sort, which runs in O(n log2 n) time.
We call an array of numbers bitonic if it consists of two monotonic sequences, the first one
ascending and the other descending, or vice versa. For an array S, we write it as Sb if it is bitonic,
→
−
←
−
as S (resp. S ) if it is sorted in an ascending (resp. descending) order.
−−→
The algorithm is based on a “bitonic split” procedure Split, which receives as input a bitonic
→
− −−→
sequence Sb of length n and outputs a sorted sequence S . Split first separates Sb into two bitonic
sequences Sb1 , Sb2 , such that all the elements in S1 are smaller than all the elements in S2 . It then
−−→
calls Split recursively on each sequence to get a sorted sequence.
−−→ b
→
−
Procedure A.1: S = Split(S)
– Let Sb1 = min(a0 , an/2 ), min(a1 , an/2+1 ), . . . , min(an/2−1 , an−1 ) .
– Let Sb2 = max(a0 , an/2 ), max(a1 , an/2+1 ), . . . , max(an/2−1 , an−1 ) .
−−→
−−→
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
− →
−
– S 1 = Split(Sb1 ), S 2 = Split(Sb2 ) and S = ( S 1 , S 2 ).
←
− ←−− b
Similarly, S = Split(S)
sorts the array in a descending order. We refer to [Bat68] for details.
To sort an array S of n elements, the algorithm first converts S into a bitonic sequence using
the Split procedures in a bottom up fashion, similar to the structure of merge-sort. Specifically, any
size-2 sequence is a bitonic sequence. In each iteration i = 1, . . . , log n − 1, the algorithm merges
each pair of size-2i bitonic sequences into a size-2i+1 bitonic sequence. Towards this end, it uses
−−→
←−−
→
− ←
−
the Split and Split alternately, as two sorted sequences ( S 1 , S 2 ) form a bitonic sequence. The full
bitonic sort algorithm is presented below:
Algorithm A.2: BitonicSort(S)
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1. Convert S to a bitonic sequence: For i = 1, . . . , log n − 1:
(a) Let S = (Sb0 , . . . , Sbn/2i −1 ) be the size-2i bitonic sequences from the previous iteration.
−→
←−−
bj = (−
(b) For j = 0, . . . , n/2i+1 − 1, B
Split(Sb2j ), Split(Sb2j+1 )).
b0 , . . . , B
bn/2i+1 −1 ).
(c) Set S = (B
−−→ b
→
−
2. The array Sb is now a bitonic sequence. Apply S = Split(S)
to obtain a sorted sequence.
Locality and obliviousness. It is easy to see that the sorting algorithm is oblivious, as all ac−−→
cesses to the memory are independent of the input data. For locality, first note that procedure Split
←−−
and Split are (2, O(log n))-local. No move operations are needed between instances of recursions,
as these can be executed one after another as iterations (and using some vacuous reads). Thus,
−−→
←−−
Algorithm A.2 is (2, O(log2 n))-local as it runs in log n iterations, each invoking Split and Split.
Figure 3 gives a graphic representation of the algorithm for input size 8 and Figure 4 illustrates its
locality. The (2, O(log2 n)) locality of Bitonic sort is also obvious from the figure.
−−→
←−−
Remark. Observe that in each pass of Split (or Split), a min/max operation is a read-compare-write
operation. Thus, strictly speaking, each memory location is accessed twice for this operation – once
for reading and once for writing. When the write is performed, the read/write head has already
moved forward and is thus not writing back to the same two locations that it read from. Going back
to the same two locations would incur an undesirable move head operation. However, we can easily
−−→
convert this into a solution that still preserves (2, O(1))-locality for each pass of Split by introducing
a slack after every memory location (and thus using twice the amount of storage). In this solution,
every memory location ai is followed by a0i ; the entire array is stored as ((a0 , a00 ), . . . , (an−1 , a0n−1 ))
where ai stores real blocks and a0i is a slack location. When ai and aj are compared, the results
can be written to a0i and a0j respectively without incurring a move operation. Before starting the
next iteration, we can move the data from slack locations to the actual locations in a single pass,
−−→
←−−
thus preserving (2, O(1))-locality for each pass of Split (and Split).

Figure 3: Bitonic sorting network for 8 inputs. Input come in from the left end, and outputs are on the
right end. When two numbers are joined by an arrow, they are compared, and if necessary are swapped such that
the arrow points from the smaller number toward the larger number. This figure is modified from [bit].
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Figure 4: Locality of Bitonic Sort for 8 elements. The figure shows the allocation of the data in the two
disks for an 8 element array. For each input, either a compare-and-swap operation is performed in the specified
direction or the input is ignored as denoted by ⊥. The figure shows the first 3 passes out of the required 6 passes for
8 elements (see Figure 3).
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